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AbstractThis article widens the scope of the cell-transmissionmodel (CTM) (Daganzo,1994; Daganzo, 1995a) to the modeling of urban tra�c, which is dominatedby intersection dynamics. The CTM has originally been proposed for free-ways, and it is not immediately applicable to urban tra�c for the followingreasons: Its intersection model is limited to three-legged topologies andignores all stream line interactions apart from pure in�ow capacity con-straints of downstream merges, and, like every �rst order model, the CTMdoes not impose limits on vehicle accelerations and decelerations. How-ever, the CTM has a number of important advantages that motivate ane�ort to carry it over to urban tra�c instead of setting up an entirely newmodel: It is computationally e�cient, requires only few, intuitive parame-ters, and, last but not least, it is well-understood by both researchers andpractitioners.The realistic modeling of urban tra�c with the CTM requires to specify themodel for arbitrary intersection topologies without a�ecting its basic prin-ciples and to incorporate additional �ow constraints that capture streamline interactions within intersections. The model's in�nite accelerations arean intrinsic property of all �rst order models, and hence it appears moreplausible to milden their negative e�ects by appropriate parametrizationinstead of attempting to move the CTM out of this model class. Finally, aframework is desirable that allows for incremental phenomenological mod-eling based on a basic speci�cation of greatest generality. This article treatsall of these issues in detail and demonstrates that the CTM is applicableto the modeling of complex urban intersections.1 IntroductionTra�c �ow models describe vehicular dynamics given a certain tra�c in-frastructure and, if applicable, given additional route and destination choiceinformation. The infrastructure comprises the considered road (system)in terms of geometry, speed limits, and such. If a complete network isgiven, this also includes intersection properties such as turning move limita-tions, right-of-way laws, and signaling, and it requires supplementary route2



and destination choice information. The vehicular dynamics may be de-scribed at various levels of details, ranging from single-vehicle interactions(�car-following models�), e.g., (Brackstone & McDonald, 1999; Pandawi &Dia, 2005), over partially aggregate (�mesoscopic�) models, e.g., (Astaritaet al., 2001; Ben-Akiva et al., 2001; De Palma & Marchal, 2002; Mahmas-sani, 2001; Nökel & Schmidt, 2002), to fully macroscopic models that treatvehicular tra�c �ows as continuous streams. The latter model class isconsidered in this article. The major advantage of macroscopic models istheir convenient mathematical structure and their relatively low number ofparameters.Macroscopic models for tra�c �ow on a link have gone from the fun-damental diagram (where density and velocity are uniquely related and�ow is a function of either density or velocity (Greenshields, 1935)) viathe Lighthill-Whitham-Richards theory of kinematic waves (where the fun-damental diagram is inserted into an equation of continuity (Lighthill &Witham, 1955; Richards, 1956)) to second-order models (where a secondequation introduces inertia (Payne, 1971)). In this article, we concentrateon the kinematic wave model (KWM), and we assertively refrain from join-ing the ongoing debate if more complex models yield a substantial gain inexpressive power, e.g., (Hoogendoorn & Bovy, 2001; Nagel & Nelson, 2005).Instances of the KWM are collectively referred to as ��rst order models�because they model velocity (�rst order information) but do not explicitlyspecify an acceleration/deceleration law (which would constitute secondorder information). Macroscopic �rst order models capture a bird's viewon tra�c �ow: They do not distinguish individual vehicles, and they al-low arbitrarily abrupt velocity changes; both features are consistent withempirical evidence only if su�ciently large space- and time-scales are con-sidered. These properties of the KWM apply well to freeway tra�c but aremore di�cult to associate with urban tra�c. The objective of this work isto widen the scope of (a particular instance of) the KWM to the modelingof urban tra�c.Speci�cally, we consider the cell-transmission model (CTM) (Daganzo,1994; Daganzo, 1995a; Daganzo, 1995b), which is arguably the most popularinstance of the KWM. It is closely related to the STRADA model (Buissonet al., 1996a; Buisson et al., 1996b) in that both implement the Godunovscheme, which is a numerical solution procedure that applies to the KWM3



in a particularly intuitive way (Lebacque, 1996; LeVeque, 1992), which isdescribed further below. The CTM has found various applications, e.g.,in freeway ramp metering, signal optimization, and tra�c state estimation(Friedrich & Almasri, 2006; Feldman & Maher, 2002; Sun et al., 2003; Tam-pere & Immers, 2007), and has been subject to thorough experimentalvalidations, e.g., (Brockfeld & Wagner, 2006; Munoz et al., 2006; Munozet al., 2004). Most attention, however, has been paid to its application forthe modeling of freeway tra�c.In this article, it is demonstrated that, with appropriate extensions, theCTM is also applicable to the modeling of urban tra�c. Apart from theirgenerally smaller time scales when compared to freeways, urban tra�c �owsare dominated by intersection dynamics. Also, because vehicle velocitiesin urban networks are relatively low, certain intersection con�icts can besafely resolved based on right-of-way laws that go without explicit signaling.Hence, the adequate modeling of urban tra�c requires to also represent thistype of intersections within the CTM. Early work that aims in this directionis (Lee, 1996; Ziliaskopoulos & Lee, 1997). However, this model relies ona sole recombination of existing CTM building blocks and applies only tosignalized intersections.A more general perspective is adopted in (Lebacque, 1996; Lebacque &Koshyaran, 2002), where various �rst order models are discussed withina uni�ed demand/supply framework. This framework enables the afore-mentioned intuitive solution of the Godunov scheme. Essentially, it statesthat tra�c �ows are invariably maximized subject to phenomenologicalconstraints on upstream out�ows (�ow demands) and downstream in�ows(�ow supplies) at all locations in the network, including intersections.A recent proposal along these lines is (van Hinsbergen et al., 2009), whichcaptures stream line interactions within an intersection by imposing addi-tional phenomenological constraints on the �ow maximization of the de-mand/supply framework. While our article treats a related topic, it standsout from van Hinsbergen et al. (2009) in the following aspects.1. We base our work on the established phenomenology of the CTM.This model constitutes an extreme case of a �rst order model in thatit disregards all �ow interactions that may occur within an intersec-tion: If a vehicle (unit) is ready to depart from an upstream link and4



if there is su�cient space on a downstream link, this vehicle (unit) isalways transmitted. While this phenomenology alone is clearly inap-propriate to model a complex urban intersection, its constitutes a veryunrestricted base model on top of which further �ow constraints canbe imposed, if necessary. That is, since the CTM exhibits extremelyweak �ow constraints, it introduces only a minimum of phenomeno-logical a priori assumptions in a more case-speci�c intersection modelwith additional constraints.2. In order to apply the CTM as a base model for urban intersections, itsphenomenology is adopted to intersections of arbitrary topology. Thedi�culty of extending the CTM in this regard has been well recog-nized in the literature (Jin & Zhang, 2003). We present a straightfor-ward generalization of the CTM's �ow transmission rules that appliesto intersections of general topology. This generalization exhibits thesame extreme �ow transmissions as the original CTM and relies onthe same small set of parameters. This is a continuation of workoriginally presented in (Flötteröd & Nagel, 2005; Flötteröd, 2008).3. Regarding the introduction of additional phenomenological intersec-tion �ow constraints, our work substantially generalizes (van Hins-bergen et al., 2009) in that we model these constraints as functionsof the actual �ows in the intersection and not, like van Hinsbergenet al. (2009), as functions of the greatest possible in�ows. The latterapproach can lead to unrealistic results when possible in�ows are heldback because of, e.g., spillback from a downstream merge or further�ow interactions within the intersection. The applicability of our ap-proach, which properly accounts for the actual conditions within anintersection, is not constrained to the CTM and applies to arbitraryintersection models that implement the demand/supply framework.4. The uniqueness of intersection �ows under additional �ow constraintsis investigated. It turns out that (i) �ows in point-like intersectionmodels can be non-unique even for simple three-armed topologies and(ii) problems of this kind are likely to result from parameter misspec-i�cations in combination with the limitations of the point-like mod-eling approach as such. This analysis indicates that intersections be-yond a certain spatial complexity should indeed be modeled spatially,5



at least by distinguishing several point-like intersection elements.The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides abrief introduction to the KWM and the demand/supply framework, whichunderlie the CTM. Section 3 revisits the CTM's �ow transmission rulesand generalizes them for intersections of arbitrary topology. Section 4enhances this model with additional �ow constraints. Both Section 3 and4 are supported by experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes thearticle.2 Foundations of the cell-transmission modelThe CTM is an instance of the KWM. The KWM requires a minimal setof assumptions to model tra�c �ow on a linear road. Denote by x ∈ Ra location on that road and by t ∈ R the continuous time. ρ(x, t) is thelocal density (in vehicle units per length unit) of tra�c, q(x, t) is its �ow(in vehicle units per time unit), and v(x, t) is its velocity. These quantitiesare related by the �rst constituent equation of the KWM:
q(x, t) = v(x, t)ρ(x, t). (1)The second modeling assumption is that of vehicle conservation. On smoothconditions, it is expressed by the continuity equation

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂q

∂x
= 0. (2)Finally, local �ow is speci�ed as a function of local density only. Thisrelation is usually denoted as the fundamental diagram:

q(x, t) = Q(ρ(x, t), x). (3)Since these speci�cations can still result in ambiguities, an additional condi-tion must be instrumented to select the physically relevant solution. Givena concave fundamental diagram, the principle of local demand and supplyprovides a convenient technique to ensure uniqueness (Lebacque, 1996).Technically, this constitutes an instance of the Godunov scheme. Denoteby x− (x+) the location immediately upstream (downstream) of x. For6



q(ρ) = min{∆(ρ), Σ(ρ)}
ρ

q̂

∆(ρ)Σ(ρ)

ρ̂Figure 1: Local demand and supply comprise a fundamental diagramThe piecewise linear demand function ∆(ρ) (solid) conforms to the original spec-i�cation of the CTM, where it is denoted as the sending function. It consists ofan increasing part with its slope equal to the free �ow speed, and it is limited bythe �ow capacity q̂. The supply function Σ(ρ) (dashed; also consistent with theCTM, where it is called receiving function) is also limited by the �ow capacity.The slope of its declining part equals the backward wave speed and intersects theabscissa at the greatest possible density ρ̂. The minimum of both functions yieldsa fundamental diagram. Piecewise linearity is a particular property of the CTM.The demand/supply framework applies more generally to concave demand andsupply functions.every x, the local �ow q(x, t) is then de�ned as the minimum of local �owdemand ∆(ρ(x−, t), x−) and local �ow supply Σ(ρ(x+, t), x+):
q(x, t) = min{∆(ρ(x−, t), x−), Σ(ρ(x+, t), x+)}. (4)Figure 1 illustrates this function. The CTM adheres to this speci�cation,given piecewise linear demand and supply functions.To begin with, (4) re�ects the self-evident constraint that local tra�c �owis bounded by the �ow that can be dismissed from the immediate upstreamlocation and by the �ow that can be absorbed by the immediately down-stream location. But furthermore, the local �ow is maximized subject tothese constraints. This property enforces the physically relevant solutionof the KWM. Phenomenologically, it is a statement of drivers' ride impulse(Ansorge, 1990), which is equivalently expressed by the microsimulation7
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Figure 2: A general intersection with I ingoing and J outgoing linksThe mapping of upstream demands ∆ and downstream supplies Σ on initial re-sources ξ(0) is speci�ed in (5).rule for cellular automata �Drive as fast as you can and stop if you haveto!� (Chrobok et al., 2003; Daganzo, 2006).Beyond its ability to uniquely capture tra�c �ow along a link, this principlealso holds for the modeling of general intersections, cf. Figure 2. In such asetting, every upstream link i provides a demand ∆i(t) equal to its greatestpossible out�ow towards the intersection, and every downstream link jprovides a supply Σj(t) equal to its greatest possible in�ow. Additionalphenomenological modeling is facilitated since these boundaries alone aregenerally not su�cient to uniquely de�ne all �ows across the intersection.However, every reasonable speci�cation must adhere to the principle oflocal �ow maximization subject to all phenomenological constraints.3 General intersection topologiesThe extended CTM for general intersections (ECTM) is developed in twosteps. First, the structural workings of the original CTM are revisited inSection 3.1. Second, these workings are formally generalized and mappedon intersections of arbitrary topology in Section 3.2. The resulting speci�-cation is illustrated with an example in Section 3.3.The CTM is consistent with the demand/supply framework of Lebacque8



(1996) in that it maximizes all �ow transmissions subject to a set of phe-nomenological constraints. Even within this class of models, the CTMconstitutes an extreme instance in that it transmits all upstream �ow de-mands that face su�cient �ow supplies on their downstream links. Asstated in the introduction, this is likely to overestimate the actual �owsin urban intersections, where vehicle interactions within the intersectionfurther constrain the �ow throughput.However, the general modeling approach proposed here is of an incrementalnature in that it relies on a base model that exhibits �ow constraints thatare as weak as possible. This provides convenient �exibility in the modelingof particular intersections by adding further phenomenological constraintsonly when necessary. The weak �ow constraints of the CTM make it highlysuitable as a such a base model.3.1 The cell-transmission model revisitedThe CTM runs in discrete time and space. Its spatial discretization unitsare denoted as cells. The CTM speci�es the transmission of real-valuedvehicle units in three possible cell con�gurations: (i) linear connection ofone upstream cell and one downstream cell, (ii) diverge with one upstreamcell and two downstream cells, and (iii) merge with two upstream cells andone downstream cell.The amount of vehicles that is transmitted in a single simulation time stepis computed in one (linear, diverge) or two (merge) stages, and vehiclesare transmitted in �xed proportions from the upstream cell(s) to the down-stream cell(s) in every stage. Since the notions of �transmitted vehicles�and �transmitted �ows / �ow rates� (in vehicles per time unit) di�er onlyby a proportionality constant that depends on the simulation time steplength, the model is from now on expressed in terms of �ow rates only.In detail, the CTM speci�es the following �ow transmission rules.� The linear �ow transmission rule consists of a single stage. Itstates that the amount of transmitted �ow is maximized subject tothe following constraints:� The transmitted �ow must note exceed the �ow demand in theupstream cell. 9



� The transmitted �ow must not exceed the �ow supply in thedownstream cell.� The diverge �ow transmission rule also consists of a single stage.It states that the amount of transmitted �ow is maximized subjectto the following constraints:� The transmitted �ow must not exceed the �ow demand in theupstream cell.� The out�ow of the upstream cell is split according to exogenouslyspeci�ed turning fractions.� The in�ow of each downstream cell, which is equal to the up-stream out�ow multiplied by the according turning fraction,must not exceed the �ow supply in that downstream cell.This speci�cation is consistent with a �rst in/�rst out (FIFO) as-sumption on the upstream link.� The non-congested merge �ow transmission rule applies if thesum of �ow demands in the upstream cells does not exceed the �owsupply in the downstream cell. This rule consists of a single stage. Itstates that both upstream cells transmit all of their available �ows.� The congested merge �ow transmission rule applies if the to-tal �ow demand in the upstream cells exceeds the available space inthe downstream cell. This rule consists of two stages. In the �rststage, the in�ow of the downstream cell is maximized subject to thefollowing constraints:� The out�ow of either upstream cell must not exceed the �owdemand in that cell.� The upstream cells transmit �ows in a ratio that results fromexogenously speci�ed priority parameters.� The transmitted �ow must not exceed the �ow supply in thedownstream cell.If after the �rst stage some �ow supply remains in the downstream cellthen there is at most one upstream cell with a positive �ow demand10



left. The second stage then consists of an application of the linear�ow transmission rule only to this upstream cell and the downstreamcell.These phenomenological rules are now formalized in a way that carries overto intersections of general topology. The multi-stage calculation structure,which ensures that the downstream supplies are used up to the greatestpossible extent, is preserved as well as the proportionality of �ow trans-missions within each stage, which is parametrized only through turningfractions and priority values.3.2 CTM-consistent speci�cation of general intersectionsTo begin with, two terms are introduced.Resources. The CTM's �ow calculation logic requires the speci�cation ofthe maximum �ow that can be dismissed from an upstream cell and themaximum �ow that can be received by a downstream cell. Here, thesedemands and supplies are collectively referred to as resources, which areused up during the stage-by-stage �ow transmissions of a simulation step.Consumption rates. The constant ratio according to which resources areused up during a single stage is speci�ed through the ratio of so-calledconsumption rates. The ECTM is speci�ed such that the resources are�consumed� according to consumption rates the ratio of which is consistentwith the original CTM's logic.In the ECTM's formal generalization of the CTM, �ow transmissions arecalculated in a multi-stage process with stage index k = 0 . . .K. Everyelement ξ
(k)

i of the resource vector ξ(k) = (ξ
(k)

i ) corresponds at k = 0either to the �ow demand in an upstream cell or to the �ow supply in adownstream cell:
ξ

(0)

i = ∆i for i upstream
ξ

(0)

j = Σj for j downstream,
(5)cf. Figure 2.These resources are consumed during the process. For any resource i,corresponding either to an upstream or a downstream cell, its rate of con-sumption in stage k is denoted by ϕ

(k)

i . (CTM-consistent values for these11



parameters are given at the end of this section.) The consumption rate vec-tor ϕ(k) = (ϕ
(k)

i ) alone only speci�es the ratios of resource consumptions.To identify the total level of consumption, a �duration� parameter θ(k) iscalculated in every stage k that de�nes the following resource dynamics:
ξ(k+1) = ξ(k) − θ(k)ϕ(k). (6)The duration θ(k) of stage k is such that it reproduces the CTM logic, whichtransmits as much �ow as possible until an upstream cell runs out of �owdemand or a downstream cell runs out of �ow supply. For this purpose,denote by

D(k) = {i; ξ
(k)

i > 0} (7)the set of all resources that are strictly positive at the beginning of stage k.The duration θ(k) of stage k is then chosen such that the stage ends whenthe �rst resource in D(k) reaches a zero value. That is,
θ(k) = min

i∈D(k)
{ξ

(k)

i /ϕ
(k)

i }. (8)The consumption rates of stage k only depend on the set D(k) of availableresources but not on their levels such that ϕ(k) = ϕ(D(k)). This is consis-tent with the CTM, which de�nes constant �ow transmission ratios withinevery stage. The process terminates when all consumption rates are zero.The transmitted out�ow rates qouti of upstream cells i and the in�ow rates
qinj of downstream cells j then result from

qouti = ξ
(0)

i − ξ
(K)

i for i upstream
qinj = ξ

(0)

j − ξ
(K)

j for j downstream.
(9)The resource consumption logic is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note thatthe temporal aspect of this process is not to be interpreted physically. Onlyits �nal state is of relevance to the physical simulation.The original CTM �ow calculation rules and their continuation into a gen-eral intersection model can now be expressed by appropriate speci�cationsof the resource consumption rates. The CTM has two types of exoge-nously speci�ed parameters that a�ect the �ow transmissions and, hence,the consumption rates: priorities and turning fractions. The priority of anupstream cell i is denoted by αi and the turning fraction from an upstreamcell i to a downstream cell j is denoted by βij.12



Algorithm 1 Resource consumption in the ECTM1. ξ(0) is given2. k = 03. D(k) = {i; ξ
(k)

i > 0}4. while (ϕ(D(k)) 6= 0), do(a) θ(k) = min
i∈D(k)

{ξ
(k)

i /ϕi(D
(k))}(b) ξ(k+1) = ξ(k) − θ(k)ϕ(D(k))(c) D(k+1) = {i; ξ

(k+1)

i > 0}(d) increase k by one5. K = kLet the consumption rate of upstream resource i be ϕi(D) = αi if both
i and all downstream resources towards which i has a non-zero turningfraction are nonzero (i.e., contained in D). This guarantees that the avail-able upstream resources are consumed in ratios that correspond to theirpriorities, just like in the original CTM. If i has a non-zero turning fractiontowards a zero downstream resource, ϕi(D) is set to zero. This ensuresthat all upstream cells are modeled as single-lane roads that block as soonas one relevant downstream cell becomes unavailable.1Consistency with the �ow splitting rule of the CTM diverge is maintainedby de�ning consumption rates ϕj(D) =

∑
i βijϕi(D) for all downstreamresources j. This guarantees both �ow conservation and reproduction of the1Further phenomenological modeling is possible within the frame of this speci�cation.Consider several upstream cells i that faces several downstream cells j. One could postulatean individual priority αij for each i and j. The priorities αi would then represent an�upstream view� of this con�guration. For example, if one wants to enforce the originalCTM's logic individually on all merges, one would have to require that βi1jϕi1

/βi2jϕi2
=

αi1j/αi2j holds for all combinations of upstream cells i1 and i2, which would (maintaining
ϕi = αi) imply αi = αij/βij for all i and j � clearly an over-speci�edmodel. An alternativewould be to let αi = minj{αij/βij}. We leave the investigation of these phenomenologicalissues to further experimental studies. 13



turning fractions. Summarizing, the following resource consumption ratesgenerate �ow transmissions that reproduce the CTM's phenomenology:
ϕi(D) =

{
αi if i ∈ D, {j : βij > 0} ⊆ D

0 otherwise for i upstream
ϕj(D) =

∑

i

βijϕi(D) for j downstream,

(10)where the index set D contains all non-zero resources, cf. (7).This speci�cation comprises all original CTM intersections, which can bechecked by by choosing I = 1, J = 1 (straight cell connection), I = 1, J = 2(diverge connection) or I = 2, J = 1 (merge connection) and evaluating theresulting stage sequences of resource transmissions (Flötteröd, 2008). Formore general intersections, further consistency with the CTM is maintainedin that all downstream supplies are invariably used up to the greatest pos-sible extend. This property results from the design of Algorithm 1, whichmaximizes all �ow transmissions subject to the CTM's multi-stage struc-ture, where �ows are transmitted in constant ratios in every stage. Theseratios are consistent with the original CTM's phenomenology.The following section clari�es the workings of this model through an ex-ample.3.3 ExampleThe considered test network is shown in Figure 3. It will be reconsidered inlater parts of this article, where the ECTM is compared to a detailed tra�cmicrosimulator. This section only demonstrates the ECTM's workings.The network consists of a major street in north/south direction, which isintersected by a minor one way street that runs from east to west. Withinthe ECTM, this network is represented by a single cell intersection withthree upstream cells PS, PE, PN and three downstream cells SN, SW, SS.Tra�c coming from the south enters the intersection from predecessor cell
PS, tra�c coming from the east enters it via PE, and tra�c coming fromthe north enters it via PN. The cells SN, SW, and SS represent the north-bound, westbound, and southbound exit of the intersection, respectively.50 percent of the tra�c coming from PS turn left at the intersection, and 5014



Table 1: Uncongested �ow transmissions
PS PE PN SN SW SS

ξ(0), cf. (5) 600 100 600 1400 1400 1400
ϕ(0), cf. (10) 1 0.1 10 0.5 5.6 5
ξ(0)/ϕ(0) 600 1000 60 2800 250 280
θ(0), cf (8) 60
ξ(1), cf. (6) 540 94 0 1370 1064 1100
ϕ(1) 1 0.1 0 0.5 0.6 0
ξ(1)/ϕ(1) 540 940 % 2740 1773.33 ∞

θ(1) 540
ξ(2) 0 40 0 1100 740 1100
ϕ(2) 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0
ξ(2)/ϕ(2) 400 % ∞ 7400 ∞

θ(2) 400
ξ(3) 0 0 0 1100 700 1100
ϕ(3) 0 0 0 0 0 0Workings of the ECTM in uncongested conditions. Every block of rows representsone �ow transmission stage. The algorithm terminates when all resource consump-tions have ceased. The simulated �ow rates are, according to (9), qoutS = 600veh/h,

qoutE = 100veh/h, qoutN = 600veh/h, qinN = 300veh/h, qinW = 700veh/h, and
qinS = 300veh/h.percent of the tra�c coming from PN turn right at the intersection, bothinto successor cell SW. The tra�c on the minor street only crosses theintersection. Summarizing, βSN = 0.5, βSW = 0.5, βEW = 1, βNW = 0.5,and βNS = 0.5. The right-of-way laws at the westbound merge SW aremodeled through the priority values αN = 10, αS = 1, and αE = 0.1. Thefurther parameters of this intersection are described later in Section 4.4,where they become relevant for the �rst time.Consider �rst an uncongested scenario, where the supplies of all down-stream cells are su�cient to absorb all upstream demands. In particular,the following �ow demand and supply values are assumed: ∆S = 600 veh/h,
∆E = 100 veh/h, ∆N = 600 veh/h, ΣN = 1400 veh/h, ΣW = 1400 veh/h, and
ΣS = 1400 veh/h. Table 1 details the resource consumption process of the15



PS PEPN SN
SW

SS
Figure 3: Test networkThe network consists of a major street in north/south direction, which is inter-sected by a minor one way street that runs from east to west. Within the ECTM,this network is represented by a single cell intersection with three upstream cells

PS, PE, PN and three downstream cells SN, SW, SS. Tra�c coming from the southenters the intersection from predecessor cell PS, tra�c coming from the east entersit via PE, and tra�c coming from the north enters it via PN. The cells SN, SW, and
SS represent the northbound, westbound, and southbound exit of the intersection,respectively. 50 percent of the tra�c coming from PS turn left at the intersection,and 50 percent of the tra�c coming from PN turn right at the intersection, bothinto successor cell SW. The tra�c on the minor street only crosses the intersection.Summarizing, βSN = 0.5, βSW = 0.5, βEW = 1, βNW = 0.5, and βNS = 0.5. Theright-of-way laws at the westbound merge SW are modeled through the priorityvalues αN = 10, αS = 1, and αE = 0.1.

16



Table 2: Congested �ow transmissions
PS PE PN SN SW SS

ξ(0) 600 100 600 1400 400 1400
ϕ(0) 1 0.1 10 0.5 5.6 5
ξ(0)/ϕ(0) 600 1000 60 2800 71.43 280
θ(0) 60
ξ(1) 540 94 0 1370 64 1100
ϕ(1) 1 0.1 0 0.5 0.6 0
ξ(1)/ϕ(1) 540 940 % 2740 106.67 ∞

θ(1) 106.67
ξ(2) 433.33 83.33 0 1316.67 0 1100
ϕ(2) 0 0 0 0 0 0Workings of the ECTM in congested conditions. Every block of rows represents one�ow transmission stage. The algorithm terminates when all resource consumptionshave ceased. The simulated �ow rates are, according to (9), qoutS = 166.67veh/h,

qoutE = 16.67veh/h, qoutN = 600veh/h, qinN = 83.33veh/h, qinW = 400veh/h, and
qinS = 300veh/h.ECTM in these conditions. Every block of rows in this table correspondsto one stage of the ECTM. All upstream demands are fully served by themodel: The simulated �ow rates are, according to (9), qoutS = 600 veh/h,
qoutE = 100 veh/h, qoutN = 600 veh/h, qinN = 300 veh/h, qinW = 700 veh/h, and
qinS = 300 veh/h. The need to evaluate more than a single stage of theECTM results from the fact that a new stage starts every time a resourceruns dry, even if it is an upstream resource in uncongested conditions. Allupstream cells' out�ows are split proportionally to their respective turningfractions.The �ow interactions are more complex when the demand exceeds thesupply such that congestion occurs. The following values represent a con-gested scenario: ∆S = 600 veh/h, ∆E = 100 veh/h, ∆N = 600 veh/h, ΣN =

1400 veh/h, ΣW = 400 veh/h, and ΣS = 1400 veh/h. The total demand for
SW is βSW∆S + βEW∆E + βNW∆N = 700 veh/h, which exceeds its supply of
400 veh/h. Table 2 details how this situation is simulated in the ECTM. Instage 0, all resources are available, all upstream resources are used up pro-17



portionally to their priorities, and all downstream resources are consumedby in�ows that result from weighting the upstream transmissions with theturning fractions. The upstream resource PN, which has the highest priorityand hence the highest consumption rate, runs dry most quickly. Next, thedownstream resource SW runs dry in stage 1. Since all upstream cells havea non-zero turning fraction towards this resource, all resource consump-tions cease in stage 2 such that the algorithm terminates. The simulated�ow rates are, according to (9), qoutS = 166.67 veh/h, qoutE = 16.67 veh/h,
qoutN = 600 veh/h, qinN = 83.33 veh/h, qinW = 400 veh/h, and qinS = 300 veh/h.These results exhibit the following features:� All �ow transmissions are proportional to their respective turningfractions;� the FIFO property is obeyed in that every upstream cell that has atleast one unavailable downstream cell transmits no further �ows;� the �ow from PN is completely transmitted because its priority is highenough to reserve su�cient capacity in SW. The remainder of SW'scapacity is completely used up by PS and PE, the out�ows of whichare proportional to their priorities.These experiments show how the ECTM maintains consistency with theoriginal CTM's modeling assumptions while at the same time disposingof its topology constraints. However, the ability to model complex inter-sections also introduces new di�culties: Con�icting stream lines (in thisexample: the left- turning portion of the northbound �ow vs. the south-bound �ow and the minor �ow vs. all major �ows) are not yet accountedfor. The following section shows how they can be consistently incorporatedin the model.4 Endogenous capacity constraintsEndogenous capacity constraints model situations where the interac-tions of tra�c streams within an intersection reduce its throughput. Thisdoes not comprise the basic upstream out�ow and downstream in�ow con-straints, which depend on the states of adjacent links and hence are exoge-nous from the intersection's perspective.18



Section 4.1 adds endogenous capacity constraints to the simulation logic ofthe ECTM while maintaining consistency with the underlying demand/supplyframework. Section 4.2 discusses speci�cation and uniqueness issues. Sec-tion 4.3 presents two solution procedures for the model, and Section 4.4compares the endogenously constrained ECTM with a detailed tra�c mi-crosimulator.4.1 Speci�cationSpeaking in terms of the ECTM, the simulation of a complex intersectionimplies, in every time step, the mapping of upstream demands ∆ = (∆i)and downstream supplies Σ = (Σj) on an initial resource vector ξ(0), whichis then consumed in K stages into a �nal resource vector ξ(K), from which anintersection �ow rate vector is obtained that equals the amount of consumedresources, cf. (5), Algorithm 1, and (9). These calculations constitute thesimulation map q =

( qoutqin ) = sim(∆, Σ) (11)where qout = (qouti ) is a I-dimensional vector of upstream out�ows andqin = (qinj ) is a J-dimensional vector of downstream in�ows.The endogenous capacity constraints are speci�ed for the out�ows of up-stream cells only. This is no con�nement because of the model's FIFOproperty: Actual constraints apply to individual tra�c streams, so thereis possibly more than one constraint a�ecting the out�ow of an upstreamcell. However, since all out�ows of this cells are coupled by the FIFOrule, these constraints can be combined in a single out�ow constraint. Theconstraints are enforced by a demand constraint function ∆̂(q) thatbounds the original demand ∆ given a �ow pattern q in the intersection.The suchlike constrained demands ∆(q) result from
∆(q) = min{∆, ∆̂(q)}, (12)where the min function applies element by element.The endogenously constrained simulation problem thus requires to identify�ow rates q that solve the �xed-point problemq = sim(∆(q), Σ)

= sim(min{∆, ∆̂(q)}, Σ).
(13)19



This does not a�ect the ECTM's consistency with the original CTM. Itonly introduces additional phenomenological constraints into the under-lying demand/supply framework. Consequently, this speci�cation can beapplied to any intersection model that is based on this framework.A solution of model (13) is guaranteed if the demand constraint func-tion ∆̂(q) is continuous: The basic ECTM, which is represented by thesim(∆, Σ) function, constitutes a continuous mapping of demands on �owsbecause it consists of a sequence of continuous �ow updates. For a continu-ous demand constraint function ∆̂(q), the combined function sim(min{∆, ∆̂(q)}, Σ)is therefore continuous with respect to q. This function maps every �owq in the closed, bounded, and convex set 0 ≤ q ≤ ∆ on this very set.That is, the model (13) speci�es a �xed point of a continuous mapping ofa closed, bounded, and convex set on itself. Brouwer's �xed point theoremguarantees that this mapping has at least one �xed point (Sobolev, 2001).This model exhibits an important di�erence to the approach of van Hins-bergen et al. (2009) mentioned in the introduction. The latter replacesthe demand constraint function ∆̂(q) by a constraint function ∆̂(∆) thatdoes not depend on the actual �ows q in the intersection but on the �owdemands ∆. This has two implications:1. Computations become easier because the demands ∆ are known be-fore the �ow calculations that depend on ∆̂(∆). The speci�cation
∆̂(q) presented here requires to solve the unconstrained ECTM andthe endogenous constraints in mutual dependency.2. There are simple situations where ∆̂(∆) fails. Assume an upstreamdemand ∆1 that a�ects some other upstream demand ∆2 via ∆̂2(∆1).Now, assume any situation where the actually transmitted portion of
∆1 becomes arbitrarily small, e.g., because of a congested downstreamcell or because of an interaction with another tra�c stream. In themost extreme case, nothing of ∆1 is transmitted at all such that itsimpact on the intersection e�ectively vanishes � but ∆̂2(∆1) invariablyimplies the same e�ect as if all of ∆1 actually entered the intersection.The approach of van Hinsbergen et al. (2009) is attractive because of itssimplicity whenever replacing ∆̂(q) by ∆̂(∆) is feasible. However, this fea-sibility needs to be ascertained a priori for all possible congestion regimes of20
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qoutN
qinW
Figure 4: Simpli�ed test networkA three-armed intersection, where some of �ow qoutN , coming from the north, turnsinto the westbound link and the remainder continues southbound. A portion of�ow qoutS , coming from the south, also turns into the westbound link, while theremainder continues northbound. The left-turning share of qoutS yields to thesouthbound share of qoutN . Tra�c is single-lane in every direction.an intersection, and, as the above example shows, it cannot be ascertainedin general.4.2 Uniqueness analysisBy incorporating endogenous constraints in the ECTM, two models areconnected: The basic ECTM is, like the CTM, designed to identify theunique physically relevant solution of the KWM, given the CTM's basicphenomenological assumptions. The endogenous constraint function ∆̂(q)is de�ned in a unique manner as well. However, without further assump-tions there is no guarantee that the combined model (13) also has a uniquesolution. In this section, it is demonstrated that non-uniqueness is likely toresult from misspeci�cations that are intimately related to the limitationsof point-like intersection models as such.Consider the situation shown in Figure 4. This is a three-armed intersec-tion, where a fraction βNW of �ow qoutN , coming from the north, turns into21
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Figure 5: Ambiguous intersection �owsGiven this constellation of the merge constraint 1, the priority constraint 2, andthe endogenous �ow constraint 3, there are two possible �ow solutions A and Bfor the intersection of Figure 4.the westbound link W and the remainder continues southbound. A fraction

βSW of �ow qoutS , coming from the south, also turns into link W, while theremainder continues northbound. The left-turning share of qoutS yields tothe southbound share of qoutN . Tra�c is single-lane in every direction. Thisis a simpli�ed version of the previously used test network, where the minorstream coming from the east is removed for greatest clarity.To begin with, the yielding of the left-turning �ow is ignored and it isassumed that the �ow supply ΣW of the westbound link is the limitingfactor of the intersection's throughput and that neither the demand ∆Nnor the demand ∆S can be fully served such that
βNWqoutN + βSWqoutS = qinW = ΣW. (14)This relation is represented by line 1 in Figure 5. Given the priorities αNand αS for the two ingoing streams,

βSWqoutS
βNWqoutN =

αS
αN (15)holds furthermore in these conditions. An exemplary instance of this rela-tion is given by line 2. Its intersection with line 1 at point A constitutes22



the unique �ow solution of the unconstrained intersection model.Now, let the left-turning portion of qoutS yield to the straight portion of qoutN .The according endogenous �ow constraint ∆̂S(qoutN ) is represented by curve3 in Figure 5. A feasible �ow solution must not be located above this curve.Point A maintains to be a feasible solution of the constrained model becausethe endogenous constraint is not violated. However, an inspection of pointB now reveals the following properties: (i) given the transmitted �ows, theendogenous constraint binds but is not violated, and (ii) a transmission ofthe accordingly constrained demands results in a situation that reproducesthe endogenous constraint.That is, both A and B are �xed points of (13), and hence both solve theintersection model. The cause of this ambiguity is the priority speci�cation:Line 2 has a very large slope of αS/αN, which implies that qoutS precedes
qoutN in the westbound merge. On the other hand, the endogenous �owconstraint indicates the opposite: The left-turning portion of qoutS yields tothe southbound part of qoutN . If the priorities were selected such that line2 was �at enough to intersect curve 3 before reaching line 1, then point Bwould be the unique solution. Furthermore, if the slope of line 2 was solow that it intersected line 1 below point B, then only this new intersectionpoint would solve the model.The non-uniqueness in this example clearly results from a misspeci�edmodel. This type of misspeci�cation is not easy to identify automatically,which is demonstrated by a slight modi�cation of the intersection setting.Consider the modi�ed version of the previous example shown in Figure 6.The only di�erence is that qoutN is now allowed to u-turn and merge into thenorthbound part of qoutS . A realistic priority rule for this setting would bethat the the u-turning stream yields to the straight stream. This can leadto a situation where the endogenous constraint on the left-turning portionof qoutS becomes inactive because the u-turning stream is held back suchthat it blocks the qoutN stream, which otherwise would constrain qoutS . Thissituation yields a �ow diagram that looks qualitatively identical to Figure5, only that line 1 now represents the new merge constraint of the northernintersection leg and line 2 represents the priorities at this merge. In thiscase, the correct solution is indeed represented by point A and not by pointB.Considering the wealth of intersection models that is enabled by removing23
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Figure 6: Simpli�ed test network with additional u-turnThe only di�erence to the intersection of Figure 4 is that the tra�c coming fromthe north is now allowed to u-turn and merge into the straight northbound stream.the topology constraints of the original CTM, a unique speci�cation thatgoes without additional modeling assumptions seems impossible to obtain.This is so because the generality of the ECTM reaches the limitationsof what situations can be reasonably modeled by point-like intersections.If, for a very complex intersection, the spatial arrangement of interactionscontains information that is necessary for a consistent models speci�cation,then this intersection should indeed be modeled spatially, e.g., by linkingseveral point-like intersection components. However, this statement doesnot invalidate the observation that an ECTM with well-modeled endoge-nous capacity constraints greatly improves the applicability of the originalCTM.4.3 Solution algorithmsThe previous analysis shows that there may be multiple solutions of model(13), but it also indicates that such situations are likely to result frommisspeci�cations. In this section, we present two solution procedures thatboth generate unique results with only a limited amount of computations.In general, the di�culty of solving (13) has two major aspects.24



1. Without further assumptions about the endogenous constraints, �owsand constraints may be mutually dependent.2. Di�erent endogenous constraints may be mutually dependent as wellbecause they are coupled through the �ows.These observations require a careful interpretation. At �rst glance, item 1may give the impression that using the ECTM as a base model introducesadditional complexity. Would it not be easier to entirely discard the ECTMand to return to a basic demand/supply framework in which all intersectionphenomenology (including the merge logic) is modeled through constraints?Item 2 answers this question negatively.In general, even the endogenous constraints cannot be treated indepen-dently. Consider, for example, the network shown in Figure 3. The minorstream coming from the east yields to both major streams. However, theleft-turning portion of the major stream coming from the south also yieldsto the straight portion of the major stream coming from the north. Thatis, the constraint on the major stream generates �ows changes that af-fect the constraint on the minor stream. Many situations of this type canbe constructed, which shows that the di�cult interactions of �ows andconstraints in model (13) are not a consequence of using the unconstrainedECTM as a base model but are an intrinsic feature of all point-like intersec-tion models. Indeed, the basic ECTM even is of computational advantagebecause it already incorporates a complete set of merge constraints in a�ow-transmission logic that terminates after a limited number of stages atan exact solution of the merge model.In the following, two solution approaches to the �xed point problem (13)are described. Both approaches generate unique solutions and terminateafter a limited number of calculations. The �rst approach yields an ex-act solution but requires an independence assumption to be satis�ed. Thesecond approach is universally applicable but yields only an approximatesolution. For notational simplicity, it is assumed that every upstream out-�ow i = 1 . . . I is subject to an endogenous constraint.Exact solution procedure. Assume that the upstream out�ows i =

1 . . . I can be ordered such that out�ow i is independent of all out�ows25



Algorithm 2 Exact solution procedure1. q(0) = sim(∆, Σ)2. ∆ ′ = ∆3. for i = 1 . . . I, do:(a) ∆ ′

i = min{∆i, ∆̂i(q(i − 1))}(b) q(i) = sim(∆ ′, Σ)4. q = q(I)

i+1 . . . I in terms of both the basic ECTM and the endogenous constraints.(This ordering is not unique if there are mutually independent out�ows.)Then, (13) can be solved in I iterations by Algorithm 2.First, the basic ECTM is run without constraints, which yields the �owsq(0). Based on this, the highest ranking demand i = 1 is reduced accordingto the endogenous constraint ∆̂1(q(0)). By assumption, this constraint willnot change in reaction to variations in the out�ows of i = 2 . . . I. Then,the basic ECTM is run again, using the constrained demand of i = 1,which yields the �ows q(1). Because of the independence assumption, theconstraint on i = 1 binds exactly in this and all following iterations. Now,the demand of i = 2 is constrained by ∆̂2(q(1)), the ECTM is run again, andso forth. After I iterations, all constraints are satis�ed, and the simulated�ows reproduce these constraints.Approximate solution procedure. If no ranking of the upstream out-�ows is possible because of mutual dependencies, Algorithm 3 can be de-ployed. It yields an approximate solution of the endogenously constrainedsimulation problem based on only two evaluations of the ECTM, betweenwhich it interpolates both the �ows and the constraints. Note that this pro-cedure can also be deployed as a building block in a more precise iterativesolution algorithm.The steps 1 and 2 identify the two working points A and B between the�ows and the constraints are interpolated. Step 1 calculates the uncon-26



Algorithm 3 Approximate solution procedure1. calculate working point A:(a) qA = sim(∆, Σ)(b) ∆̂
A

= min{∆, ∆̂(qA)}2. calculate working point B:(a) qB = sim(∆̂
A
, Σ)(b) ∆̂

B
= min{∆, ∆̂(qB)}3. solve linearized model with q(λ) = qB + λ(qA − qB) and ∆̂(λ) =

∆̂
B

+ λ(∆̂
A

− ∆̂
B
):(a) for all i = 1 . . . I, evaluate

λ∗

i =






1 if ∆̂A
i = qAi and ∆̂B

i = qBi
(∆̂B

i − qBi )

(∆̂B
i − qBi ) − (∆̂A

i − qAi )
→ [0, 1] otherwise(b) λ∗ = mini λ

∗

i(c) q = qB + λ
∗

(qA − qB)strained �ows A and the constraints A that result from these �ows. Step 2then calculates the �ows B given the constraints A and identi�es the newconstraints B that result from the �ows B. Step 3 solves the intersectionmodel based on linearly interpolated �ows and constraints. In particular,step 3a identi�es for every upstream cell i the interpolation coe�cient λ∗

i atwhich i's constraint binds. If a constraint bind at either working point, �owA, which e�ectively ignores the constraints, is assumed, which correspondsto λ∗

i = 1. Otherwise, λ∗

i results from equating the linearized �ow and itsconstraint, solving for λ∗

i, and ensuring that no extrapolation takes placeby projecting lambda on the interval [0, 1]. Step 3b then ensures that allconstraints are simultaneously satis�ed by the interpolated �ows calculatedin step 3c. 27



The consideration only of truly interpolated �ows and constraints, i.e., thelimitation of λ∗ to [0, 1], is justi�ed by the observation that both workingpoints constitute extreme cases of the model: Point A represents maxi-mum �ows because no endogenous constraints are applied. Assuming thatincreasing the �ows in an intersection causes more mutual obstructions andhence a tightening of the endogenous constraints, point A also representsthe tightest possible constraints. Vice versa, point B, resulting from thesetightest constraints, represents particularly small �ows B, which in turnresult in extremely weak constraints B.The following section applies both solution procedures to a non-trivial in-tersection model and compares the results to those obtained with a detailedtra�c microsimulator.4.4 Experimental resultsThe same network as used in Section 3.3 is considered, cf. Figure 3.The ECTM is now supplemented with two endogenous �ow constraints:One constraint a�ects the left-turning fraction of the northbound majorstream because of the oncoming southbound major stream, and the sec-ond constraint a�ects the minor stream, which crosses both major streams.The ECTM's realism is evaluated through a comparison with the detailedtra�c microsimulator AIMSUN NG 5.1.10 (TSS Transport Simulation Sys-tems, 2006). The goal of this experiment is to investigate to what extent theECTM is able to capture the microscopic vehicle interactions in the inter-section at the macroscopic level and how well it reproduces the respectiveaggregate tra�c characteristics.All modeling assumptions described in Section 3.3 are maintained. The fol-lowing ECTM parameters are obtained by manual calibration against themicrosimulator, where the calibration objective is to minimize the devia-tions in simulated delays: All links but the minor street's entry link havea free �ow speed of 50 km/h, a �ow capacity of 2340 veh/h, a backwardwave speed of 16 km/h, and a maximum density of 200 veh/km. The minorstreet's entry is stop-controlled. AIMSUN captures the e�ect of the stopsign by physically simulating a full stop of every vehicle in the minor stream.In the ECTM, this is re�ected by choosing a �ow capacity of 518 veh/h anda maximum velocity of 32.4 km/h (whereas the free �ow speed in AIMSUN28



is 50 km/h). The backward wave speed and the maximum density are thesame as for all other links.The links of the major street are 150m long; the links of the minor streethave a length of 100m. All streets are modeled in AIMSUN as 1-lane ur-ban roads (volume delay function 38786: VDF 25). The AIMSUN tra�cdemand consists of the vehicle type �car� only. For all microscopic ve-hicle parameters (e.g., maximum acceleration and deceleration, minimumdistance between vehicles, etc.) the AIMSUN default values are chosen.The demand in�ow patterns are shown in Figure 7, where the bold linesrepresent macroscopic values in the ECTM and the thin lines are the ac-cording AIMSUN �ows, which are averaged over 10 simulations but stillexhibits substantial vehicle discretization noise. In AIMSUN, the in�owpatterns are generated by adding tra�c light controlled links upstream ofeach ingoing link of the original network (cycle time 90 s, major street:green time 24 s, minor street: green time 9 s). In the ECTM, piecewiselinear demand �ow patterns are found to re�ect the AIMSUN in�ows well.The �gure clearly re�ects the 90 s cycle time of the upstream tra�c lights,which all turn green towards the central intersection at the same time. Fur-thermore, the constellation of link lengths, maximum velocities, and stopsign-induced delay is such that all platoons reach the intersection afterapproximately 11 s.The two endogenous �ow constraints in the ECTM are modeled in thefollowing way.� The left-turning portion of the northbound stream yields to the straightportion of the southbound stream. The demand constraint functioncapturing this e�ect is obtained from the German Highway CapacityManual, Chapter �Unsignalized Intersections� (Forschungsgesellschaftfür Strassen und Verkehrswesen, 2001). Its functional form is
∆̂S(qoutN ) =

1

tf,S exp [−qoutN (
tg,S −

tf,S
2

)] (16)where qoutN is �ow rate of the southbound stream, tg,S is the min-imum time gap between two southbound vehicles that allows oneleft-turning vehicle to enter the intersection, and tf,S is the minimumfollow-up time between two left-turning vehicles. Both parameters29
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are identi�ed by manual calibration against AIMSUN: tg,S = 8.4 sand tf,S = 5.2 s.� The minor road is stop-controlled and yields to the major streams.The e�ect of having to stop at all is captured by choosing a rela-tively small �ow capacity and a small maximum velocity as describedbefore. Beyond this, the minor stream yields to the major streams.The according demand constraint function is again obtained from(Forschungsgesellschaft für Strassen und Verkehrswesen, 2001):
∆̂E(qoutS , qoutN ) =

p0,S
tf,E exp [−(qoutS + qoutN )

(
tg,E −

tf,E
2

)] (17)where tg,E and tf,E are again the minimum gap and the follow uptime, qoutS and qoutN are the con�icting major �ow rates, and p0,S is theprobability that the left-turning tra�c on the major street operatesin a queue-free state. Again, the parameters are identi�ed by manualcalibration: tg,E = 9 s, tf,E = 8 s, and p0,S = 0.15.The chosen setting is such that the capacity of the westbound merge has nolimiting e�ect on the intersection's �ow throughput, which allows to explainall �ow interactions by the endogenous constraints. This also enables acomparison of the exact and the approximate solution procedure for theECTM, cf. Section 4.3: The constraints follow a hierarchical ordering (�owfrom the north precedes all other �ows, �ow from the south precedes �owfrom the east) such that the exact solution procedure can be applied. Theapproximate solution method is always feasible.Figure 8 shows the simulation results for both AIMSUN and the ECTM.The �gure contains three diagrams, one for each ingoing link's �ow dis-charge into the intersection. The thin noisy curve is the AIMSUN output,which is averaged over 10 simulations, and the respective fat smooth curveis obtained from the ECTM (where the exact and the approximate solu-tion procedure yield visually identical results). We begin by describing thegeneral phenomenology of the intersection as it is captured by both models.Cars coming from the north traverse the intersection without interruption.One observes a shift of the respective demand pro�le by approximately 11 s,which is the time it takes the demand to travel from the network entryto the central intersection. The �ow coming from the south is equally31
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delayed, but once it reaches the intersection, its left-turning portion isquickly suppressed by the prior-ranking southbound �ow, which e�ectivelyholds up the entire northbound �ow (remember that all roads have a singlelane only). Only when the southbound �ow ceases, the northbound �ow cancontinue, which it does at maximum capacity. Finally, the minor streamgoing from east to west is held up until both major streams have passed theintersection. Some minor �ow makes it through when the southbound �owceases and the northbound �ow has not yet reached its maximum value.All queues recover within a 90 s cycle.A comparison between AIMSUN and the endogenously constrained ECTMshows that the microscopic tra�c phenomena (no interruption of the south-bound �ow; temporary queuing of both other �ows) are well captured bythe macroscopic model. The uninterrupted out�ow from the north is some-what wider in AIMSUN than in the ECTM because the latter does notcapture platoon dispersion, which, however, is not so much of an inter-section modeling problem but rather an inherent features of all �rst ordermodels.2 The endogenous constraints generate �ow reductions that areconsistent with AIMSUN's representation of the respective vehicle interac-tions. The recovery of the southern queue is faster in the ECTM than in themicrosimulator because the KWM postulates in�nite vehicle accelerations.This, again, is an inherent feature of all �rst order models.The visual impression of the �ow curves presented above is supported bya quantitative comparison of the average densities and delays on all linksin the network. The results are shown in Table 3 and exhibit a remarkableaccuracy. In particular, the delay estimates of the ECTM almost perfectlyreproduce the outputs of the far more complicated microsimulator. It alsois noteworthy that the exact and the approximate solution procedure yieldalmost identical results.These experiments give clear indication that the endogenously constrainedECTM captures the �ow interactions in complex intersections very well.2Dispersion at the downstream end of a platoon could be captured by choosing a trulyconcave �ow demand function ∆. Dispersion at a platoon's upstream end, however, cannotbe captured by a �rst order model: Flows at lower densities are never slower than �owsat higher densities such that any platoon tail will eventually catch up with the platoonmain body and transform into a density discontinuity at its upstream end.33



Table 3: Quantitative comparison of ECTM and AIMSUNdensity [veh/km] delay [s/veh]link AIM- ECTM ECTM AIM- ECTM ECTMSUN (exact) (approx.) SUN (exact) (approx.)S, ingoing 28.6 31.7 31.6 23 23 23E, ingoing 24.5 29.3 29.2 59 57 56N, ingoing 11.7 10.1 10.1 3 0 0N, outgoing 4.5 4.9 4.9 1 0 0W, outgoing 14.5 13 13 1 0 0S, outgoing 4.7 5 5 1 0 05 SummaryThis article demonstrates that the extended cell-transmissionmodel (ECTM)is well applicable to the modeling of complex intersections from a method-ological, computational, and practical point of view.Methodologically, the proposed model is founded on two elements: theoriginal CTM's phenomenology and the framework of �ow demands andsupplies. The CTM is extended towards intersections of general topol-ogy while preserving its relevant phenomenological features. The result-ing ECTM inherits the CTM's minimal �ow constraints, which alone isinsu�cient to model urban intersections with substantial stream-line inter-actions. However, the ECTM does constitute a �exible base model thatcan be adopted to a particular application by adding supplementary �owconstraints. For this purpose, a �xed point formulation of the ECTM withsupplementary �ow constraints is presented, and it is demonstrated thatthe uniqueness of this formulation depends on a phenomenologically consis-tent model speci�cation. This result carries over to arbitrary intersectionmodels that implement the demand/supply framework.Computationally, two e�cient solution procedures for the �xed point modelformulation are presented. The �rst approach is exact but assumes thatall intersection in�ows can be ordered in some priority-related manner,whereas the second approach applies to arbitrary intersections but yieldsonly approximate solutions. Both procedures perform very well in compar-ison with a detailed tra�c �ow microsimulator.34
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